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~ 7 1  ABSTRACT 
The presence, frequency and amplitude of radio fre- 
quency interference superimposed on communication 
links originating from a terrestrial region and including 
a relay in a geostationary spacecraft are determined by 
pointing a narrow beam antenna on the satellite at the 
terrestrial region. The level of noise radiated from the 
region, in a predetermined frequency band of interest, 
to the antenna is measured at a terrestrial station that is 
usually remote from the region. Many of the measure- 
ments are performed in each of a plurality of frequency 
bands across the spectrum. Calibrating radio signals 
having a plurality of predetermined EIRP’s (Effective 
Isotropic Radiated Power) and frequencies in the spec- 
trum are transmitted from the region through the space- 
craft narrow beam antenna back to the station. At the 
station, the levels of the received calibrating signals are 
separately measured for each of the frequency bands 
and EIRP’s. In response to comparisons of the mea- 
sured amplitudes of like frequencies of the calibrating 
signals and noise, the presence, frequency and ampli- 
tude of sources of radio frequency interference originat- 
ing from the region are determined. 
17 Claims, 11 Drawing Figures 
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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR DETERMINING 
RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE 
ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION 
The invention described herein was made in the per- 
formance of work under a NASA contract and by an 
employee of the United States Government and is sub- 
ject to the provisions of Section 305 of the National 
Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, Public Law 85-568 
(72 Stat. 435; 42 U.S.C. 2457), and may be manufactured 
and used by or for the Government for governmental 
purposes without the payment of any royalties thereon 
or therefor. 
FIELD OF THE INVENTION 
The present invention relates generally to systems 
and methods for determining radio frequency interfer- 
ence, and more particularly to a system and method for 
determining the presence of radio frequency interfer- 
ence in a communication link, including a geostation- 
ary, synchronous spacecraft. 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
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There is presently a need for obtaining experimental 25 
data on radio frequency interference (RFI) superim- 
posed by terrestrial communication systems on satellite 
communications systems. The need arises because of 
plans for domestic satellite communication systems at 
approximately 6 gigahertz (gHz), a band presently allo- 30 
cated to existing terrestrial radio systems that are exten- 
sively employed for relaying television, telephone and 
other communications between widely spaced regions 
of the United States. 
gHz frequency band transmit only on line of sight paths 
between cooperating, spaced antennas, usually mounted 
on towers. Theoretically, the side lobe power of these 
antennas is insufficient to interfere with communication 
links including satellites in geostationary orbits, approx- 40 
Theoretically, terrestrial based relay systems in the 6 35 
imately 22,006 miles abovethe earth. In actuality, how- 
ever, it is believed that in these terrestrial systems there 
is significant side lobe power that interferes with signals 
transmitted through the spacecraft in the proposed 6 
gHz frequency band. 
It is, accordingly, an object of the present invention 
to provide a system for and a method of determining the 
presence of noise superimposed on a communication 
link including a geostationary synchronous satellite. In 
the present disclosure and claims, the term noise refers 
to an interfering source that is coupled through a geo- 
stationary, synchronous satellite to a terrestrial station, 
but which is not intended to be coupled through the 
satellite. 
By measuring the noise interfering with a communi- 
cation link including a geostationary satellite, is it possi- 
ble to establish realistic satellite protection ratios and to 
investigate the feasibility of establishing mathematical 
models for predicting radio frequency interference 
(RFI) with communication links including the satellite 
and/or other geostationary satellites. In addition, by 
determining the geographic and frequency distribution 
of terrestrial RFI noise sources, it is possible to locate 
optimum terrestrial positions and frequency band for 
geostationary satellites utilized for communication pur- 
poses. 
To determine the interference superimposed on any 
particular communication link coupled through a geo- 
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stationary satellite, it is necessary to determine the 
power density per unit signal band width over the spec- 
trum of interest, i.e., watts per frequency interval (e.g., 
0.1 mw/lOkHz). For any given communication system, 
the noise power per channel, due to external sources, at 
a receiver output is directly related to the noise power 
at the receiver input. It can be shown that as the number 
of channels in a typical satellite communication system 
increases, there is a resulting increase in noise. Hence, it 
is desirable to monitor noise in each relatively narrow 
frequency band (typically 10 kHz) across an entire spec- 
trum of a communication link. 
The present invention, by monitoring the interfering 
or noise power superimposed on a communication sys- 
tem including a geostationary satellite relay system, is 
capable of determining the minimum Effective Iso- 
tropic Radiated Power (EIRP = power supplied to an 
antenna of the communication link time antenna gain) of 
a terrestrial transmitter of the communication link. 
While the present invention is described particularly 
in connection with communication links between the 
earth and a geostationary satellite of the earth and in 
connection with particular frequency bands of interest, 
it is to be understood that the invention is equally appli- 
cable to determining the interference between any ce- 
lestial body and any communication satellite of that 
body and for any spectrum of interest. 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 
In accordance with the present invention, there is 
provided a method of and apparatus for determining the 
presence or radio frequency interference in communica- 
tion links including a terminal on a celestial body and a 
relay on an artificial geostationary satellite of the body. 
The level of noise originating from a region including 
the terminal and superimposed on the link is measured 
by pointing a narrow beam antenna on the spacecraft at 
the region while only noise originates from the region, 
and detecting the level of the radio frequency energy 
transduced by the antenna in each of a plurality of fre- 
quency bands at a measuring station. The communica- 
tion link is calibrated by transmitting calibrating radio 
signals of predetermined EIRP's and frequency from 
the region via the antenna through the satellite to the 
station while the antenna is pointed toward the region. 
The level of electromagnetic energy received by the 
station while only noise sources are radiated from the 
region and while the calibrating signals are radiated 
from the region are separately detected and compared 
to determine the presence of radio frequency interfer- 
ence in the spectrum of the communication link. The 
entire link, from the region through the spacescaft relay 
and to the station, including a detector at the station is 
linear, so that by measuring and comparing the levels of 
the radio frequency noise and calibration signals re- 
ceived at the station in each of the frequency bands, and 
frequency, location and amplitude of noise sources in 
the region are determined. 
The amplitude of the noise sources is determined by 
transmitting from the region electromagnetic waves 
having predetermined EIRP's that are relatively widely 
spaced and interpolating between the detected ampli- 
tudes of the calibrating signals to the noise for corre- 
sponding frequencies of the calibrating signals and 
noise. If the frequencies of the noise and calibrating 
signals differ as is likely because the number of calibrat- 
ing frequencies is less than the number of frequency 
bands in which noise measurements are made, interpola- 
4,119,964 a J 
tions are made between the detected levels of the differ- 
ent calibration frequencies for the same transmitted 
power level of the calibrating signal. A calibrated sys- 
tem is employed to determine the amplitude of the re- 
ceived noise energy because there are substantial varia- 
tions in transmitting and receiving antennas, as well as 
transmitter and receiver responses across the relatively 
wide frequency band (500 mHz in one example) being 
considered and because of the large area of the region 
(in one embodiment having a length of approximately 
200 miles) at which the antenna is pointed at a particular 
time, and the numerous sources of possible interfering 
signals that may be derived from that region. 
To maximize the accuracy of the system, many noise 
measurements are made at a particular frequency. The 
noise measurements at a particular frequency are aver- 
aged together to determine the interfering power at a 
particular frequency band, and this averaged level is 
comuared with the calibrated signal level for the partic- 
ular-frequency band. The stan2ard deviation <v) for 2o 
each frequency band noise measurement is also deter- 
mined, and if it is excessively large, such as 20-, the noise 
information for the particular frequency band is ig- 
nored. 
Prior to anv noise measurements from the area of 25 
interest being performed, the narrow beam spacecraft 
antenna is pointed toward an area on the body where it 
is known that there is a minimum amount of interfer- 
ence in the spectrum of the communication links that 
are relayed through the satellite (this area is hereafter 
referred to as a minimum noise area). For a geostation- 
ary satellite of the earth, the ocean is a minimum noise 
area. The level of electromagnetic energy received by 
the antenna while it is pointed toward a minimum noise 
area is measured. From this measurement, a determina- 
tion is made as to whether the radio frequency energy 
level received by the antenna from the minimum noise 
area exceeds the level of any of the received calibration 
signals. If the two levels are approximately the same for 
any frequency band, an indication is provided that the 
calibration measurement actually did not provide any 
information to the system in that frequency band. In 
addition, if there is a significant variation in the detected 
electromagnetic energy level while the narrow beam 
antenna is pointed toward the minimum noise area, an 
indication is provided to a system operator that there 
has been a significant change in the threshold of the 
communication system. 
After the narrow beam antenna has been pointed 
toward a particular region and the spectrum of interest 
has been scanned, the antenna is pointed to a different 
region and the measurements are repeated. To enable 
calibrations to be made from each of the region,s porta- 
ble calibration terminals can be provided and ordered to 
transmit a calibrating sequence each time a measure- 
ment is made from a particuar region. Thereby, there is 
constant recalibration of the system at each monitored 
region, to obviate the possibility of errors in the propa- 
gation paths from different regions to the geostationary 
satellite. 
The several measurements are preferably made at a 
fixed station on the celestial body by relaying signals 
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through the satellite to a station on the celestial body. If 
the celestial body is earth, a convenient location for the 65 
station is Rosman, North Carolina. At the receiving 
station, the data are collected and supplied to an appro- 
priate computer for data processing operation$ such as 
4 
storing signals, calculating average and standard devia- 
tion values, and comparing the different stored signals. 
In many instances, it is desired to obtain a gross mea- 
sure of the frequency and spatial frequency distribution 
of sources that interfere with the communication links 
including the geostationary satellite. In such instances, 
the spatial and frequency scans are accelerated by wid- 
ening the frequency window of the receiver, which in 
turn allows a faster spatial scan. In a typical example, 
wherein a 500 mHz band is usually swept through 10 
kHz steps, the steps are increased to 100 kHz. 
It is accordingly, an additional object of the invention 
to provide a system for and method of determining 
radio frequency interference superimposed over an 
extended frequency band on communication links in- 
cluding geostationary satellites. 
Another object of the invention is to provide a system 
for and method of determining the frequency and ampli- 
tude distribution of radio frequency interference super- 
imposed on communication links including geostation- 
ary satellites as relay stations. 
The above and still further objects, features and ad- 
vantages of the present invention will become apparent 
upon consideration of the following detailed description 
of one specific embodiment thereof, especially when 
taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawing. 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 
FIG. 1 is a pictorial representation of the system and 
method of the present invention; 
FIGS. 2a and 2b are wave forms illustrating the na- 
ture of certain wave forms derived in the system of the 
present invention; 
FIG. 3 is an illustration of amplitude versus fre- 
quency responses of calibrating, data and noise traces 
which assist in describing the operation of the present 
invention; 
FIGS. 4 and 5 are plots used to describe the method 
of locating the spatial location of a source of electro- 
magnetic energy in the system of FIG. 1; 
FIG. 6 is a block diagram of apparatus included at a 
base station in accordance with the present invention; 
FIG. 7 is a circuit diagram of a linear AM detector 
capable of operating over a 40 db amplitude range 
which is preferably employed in the system of FIG. 6; 
FIG. 8 is a block diagram of a synchronizer apparatus 
employed in the system of FIG. 6; 
FIG. 9 is a block diagram of a transponder employed 
in the spacecraft illustrated in FIG. 1; and 
FIG. 10 is a block diagram of a preferred embodiment 
of a mobile calibrating unit employed with the system of 
FIG. 1. 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 
Reference is now made to FIG. 1 of the drawing 
wherein there is illustrated a plurality of microwave 
relay towers 11 that provide a terrestrial 6 gHz commu- 
nications link utilized for telephony, television, and 
other types of communications. Towers 11 are in line of 
sight with each other and are typically spaced approxi- 
mately 35 miles apart. Theoretically, antennas included 
on towers 11 have relatively low side lobe power and 
do not provide any interference with other communica- 
tion systems. However, it is the purpose of the present 
invention to determine if this theoretical assumption is 
true and if the terrestrial communication system estab- 
lished by towers 11, as well as other terrestrial commu- 
nication systems in the 6 gHz region, provide interfer- 
4.1 19,964 
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ence with 6 gHz satellite communication links including 
terrestrial antenna 13, located in the same region as 
towers 11, and an antenna included on geostationary 
spacecraft 12, which is positioned 22,000 miles above 
the earth in a stationary equatorial orbit. The communi- 
cation link between antenna 13 and spacecraft 12 ex- 
tends to antenna 14 that typically has a terrestrial loca- 
tion spaced from the region where antenna 13 and tow- 
ers 11 are located. Typically, the link between antenna 
14 and spacecraft 12 is at a frequency displaced from the 
link between spacecraft 12 and antenna 13. The commu- 
nication links between antennas 13 and 14 through 
spacecraft 12 is via an earth coverage horn included in 
the spacecraft and high gain main lobes of antennas 13 
and 14. 
To determine the interference superimposed by mi- 
crowave towers ll, as well as other 6 gHz sources, on 
the satellite communication link subsisting between 
spacecraft 12 and antennas 13 and 14, a mobile test and 
calibration unit 15, including six foot transmit and re- 
ceive dishes 16 and 17, is brought into the same region 
as towers 11 and antenna 13. Calibration signals with a 
predetermined effective isotropic radiated power 
(EIRP), in the 6 gHz frequency spectrum of the inter- 
ference from towers 11, are transmitted from antenna 16 
through a steerable, narrow beam spacecraft antenna, 
typically having a gain of 50 dB. The signals transmitted 
from antenna 16 to spacecraft 12 are shifted in fre- 
quency on the spacecraft and transmitted back to a high 
gain, terrestrial antenna 18 that is typically remotely 
located from the region of towers 11 or antennas 13 and 
14. Communications between spacecraft 12 and antenna 
18 is via an earth coverage horn included on the space- 
craft. The amplitude of different frequencies transmit- 
ted from unit 15 to antenna 18 via spacecraft 12 are 
determined and stored in a computer included in base 
station 19 that is connected to the output of antenna 18 
and is located close to the antenna. Antenna 18, station 
19 and antenna 20 (later referenced) may be referred to 
as the Earth station. 
To determine the noise from towers 11, as well as 
other sources in the region of the towers and antenna 
13, that interferes with the communication link between 
antenna 13 and spacecraft 12, transmitting antenna 16 
and antenna 13 are deactivated. With antennas 13 and 
16 deactivated, the amplitude of radio frequency power 
transmitted from the region where towers 11 are lo- 
cated to spacecraft 12 is monitored in each of a plurality 
of discrete frequency bands in the 6 gHz region. This 
result is performed by stepping the band passes of re- 
ceiver circuitry responsive to antenna 18 by the com- 
puter over a number of intervals and detecting the am- 
plitude of the RF energy in each of these intervals. 
These responses are stored in the computer at station 19 
and are compared with the stored calibration signals 
which resulted from transmission from antenna 16. 
To establish the level of RFI noise in the system 
including spacecraft 12, antenna 18 and station 19, the 
narrow beam, steerable antenna on spacecraft 12 is 
pointed at a terrestrial region known to have a minimum 
amount of RFI noise, such as the ocean. The RFI noise 
level from this low RFI noise source is monitored at 
station 19 for the same frequencies as are transmitted 
from mobile unit 15 to antenna 18 via spacecraft 12. The 
RFI noise levels derived from the low RFI noise region 
are detected at and stored in the computer at station 19, 
after having been transduced by the high gain antenna 
of spacecraft 12 and transmitted to antenna 18 by the 
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earth coverage horn. In the computer, the RFI noise 
level is compared with measurements made during cali- 
bration. If the RFI noise and calibration energy levels 
are approximately the same, an indication is provided 
that the calibration measurement actually did not pro- 
vide any information to the system. In addition, if there 
is a significant variation in the detected electromagnetic 
energy level from the low noise region from the time 
when one set of RFI noise measurements is made to the 
time when another set of noise measurements is made 
(typically a set of measurements is made monthly), an 
indication is provided that there has been a significant 
change in the threshold of the communication system 
including spacecraft 12. 
In order to establish synchronization for the different 
frequency calibration signals transmitted from unit 15 to 
station 19, a synchronization signal is relayed from unit 
15 through spacecraft 12 to station 19 prior to transmis- 
sion of the calibration signals. The synchronization 
signals enable calibration signals to be transmitted at 
precise time intervals from transmitting antenna 16 of 
unit 15 to establish the transmission delay time from unit 
15 to station 19 via spacecraft 12. Determining the 
transmission delay time between antenna 18 and unit 15 
is important to enable the band pass of the receiver 
responsive to antenna 18 to be stepped in synchronism 
with receipt of calibrating signals from unit 15. 
Typically, the frequencies between unit 15, space- 
craft 12 and antenna 18 are allocated as follows: 
uplink from antenna 16 to the high gain antenna of 
spacecraft 12, 5.925-6.425 gHz; 
transmission of calibrating signals and noise from 
earth coverage horn of spacecraft 12 to high gain an- 
tenna 18, 3.7-4.2 gHz; 
transmission of synchronizing data from antenna 18 
to earth coverage horn of spacecraft 12, 5.925-6.425 
gHz; 
transmission of synchronizing data from earth cover- 
age horn of spacecraft 12 to receiving antenna 17 of unit 
15, 3.7-4.2 gHz. 
In addition, there is a fixed calibration terminal in- 
cluding antenna 20, at the same location as station 19. 
The fixed calibration terminal includes a six foot an- 
tenna that transmits a 5.925-6.425 gHz signal to the 
narrow beam, pointable antenna of spacecraft 12, and 
which can be relayed back to antenna 18 via the 3.7-4.2 
gHz earth coverage horn of the spacecraft. 
The noise from the region including towers 11 and 
antenna 13 is processed at station 19 in a manner indi- 
cated by FIGS. 2a and 26. In particular, the amplitude 
of the noise is successively monitored in 50,000 different 
frequency bands, each having a 10 kHz band width, for 
a total of 500 seconds over a frequency band from 5.925 
to 6.425 gHz. During each 10 kHz interval, 39 different 
samples are taken over an 8 millisecond time period, so 
that each sample subsists for approximately 500 micro- 
seconds. The amplitude of each of the 500 microsecond 
samples is separately detected and converted to a digital 
signal that is supplied to the computer. At station 19, the 
samples are detected with a linear detector having a 
dynamic 40 db range. The 39 samples taken over each 
10 kHz interval are stored and processed by the com- 
puter to determine the mean value and variance of the 
39 samples; the mean value and variance are stored for 
later processing, unless the variance is excessive, in 
which case a notation is made that no meansingful data 
are derived for the particular 10 kHz interval. Upon 
completion of the 39th sample of each 10 kHz interval, 
7 
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a 2 millisecond on-line processing interval is provided 23 and 24 are respectively derived in response to unit 15 
to assure that the 39 samples have been stored in the driving antenna 16 at the 0 dbw, + 10 dbw, +20 dbw, 
computer and to enable the band pass of the detector and +30 dbw levels, while the narrow beam antenna of 
responsive to the output of antenna 18 to be shifted 10 spacecraft 12 is pointing toward the region where tow- 
ItHz. 5 ers 11 and unit 15 are located, and while there is no 6 
The noise data stored in the computer are compared gHz transmission from antenna 13 toward spacecraft 12. 
with the calibration data. Calibration data are derived Data trace 25 is derived by pointing the narrow beam 
by transmitting calibration signals having precise differ- antenna of spacecraft 12 at the same region while no 
ent amplitudes and different frequencies from antenna signal in the 6 gHz region is transmitted fom unit 15 on 
16 of unit 15 through spacecraft 12 to antenna 18 and 10 antenna 16 toward spacecraft 12. Noise trace 26 is de- 
measuring the amplutide of the received signal at an- rived by pointing the narrow beam antenna of space- 
tenna 18 for each of the frequencies and amplitudes craft 12 toward the ocean and by stepping the tuned 
transmitted from unit 15. In the alterantive, if the region frequency of the receiver at station 19 in the same man- 
being monitored for noise interference is close to station ner as the receiver tuned frequency is stepped during 
19, station 19 feeds calibration signals to antenna 20; the 15 calibration. The computer subtracts noise trace 26 from 
calibration signals from antenna 20 are relayed through the remaining traces to derive an indication of the 
spacecraft 12 to antenna 18. power level of the received data and received calibra- 
Four amplitude levels are derived for the calibration tion signals. The noise measurement is performed rela- 
signals. Initially, a transmitter of unit 15 is adjusted to tively infrequently, such as once a month, to provide 
transmit power at the first predetermined level, 0 dbw. 20 confidence in the calibration and measurements. If, for 
At 0 dbw, 5000 calibration bursts, each having a 10 kHz a particular frequency band, the level for the lowest 
band width, are transmitted from antenna 16 at 100 kHz power calibration signal received at antenna 18 is ap- 
frequency intervals over the 5.925 gHz-6.425 gHz spec- proximately the same as the noise level, the lowest level 
trum. In synchronism with the transmission of the calibration signal received by antenna 18 can be consid- 
bursts from antenna 16, tuning circuitry in the receiver 25 ered as containing no information and cannot be used to 
of station 19 is stepped so that when a particular fre- determine the amplutide of data trace 25. 
quency transmitted from antenna 16 is received at an- To determine the level of data (interfering noise from 
tenna 118, the receiver at station 19 is utned to the corre- towers 11) in trace 25, such as a peak that exists at fre- 
sponding frequency. As the frequency transmitted from quency F1, the peak value at frequency F, is interpo- 
antenna 16 is stepped in 100 kHz increments, the fre- 30 lated between the levels of the received calibration 
quency of the receiver at antenna 18 is correspondingly signals for calibration traces 23 and 24. For example, if 
stepped, with compensation being provided for the the peak of trace 25, at frequency FI, is three-quarters of 
delay in the propagation time from antenna 16 to an- the way between calibration traces 23 and 24, the inter- 
tenna 18. The level of the received signal at each of the fering power at frequency F1 is interpolated to be 27.5 
100 kHz intervals received at station 19 is detected and 35 dbw. A calibrated system is used to determine the am- 
stored in the computer at that station. After the 5000 plitude of data in trace 25 because of the possible sub- 
calibration bursts at 0 dbw, covering the range from stantial variations that can exist in the responses of an- 
5.925 gHz to 6.425 gHz, have been transmitted from tennas, transmitters and receivers in the link from the 
antenna 16 and received at station 19, the power level of region including towers 11 through spacecraft 12 to 
the signal transmitted from unit 15 is increased by 10 db 40 antenna 18 and the receiver connected to the antenna 
to + 10 dbw and the process is repeated for the same over the wide 0.5 gHz frequency spectrum and because 
5000 10 kHz calibrating bursts, from 5.925 gHz to 6.425 of the large number of sources that can exist in the 
gHz. After the +10 dbw calibration transmission has relatively large area monitored by the stationary nar- 
occurred, the power level derived from unit 15 is in- row beam antenna of spacecraft 12 at any one time. In 
creased by an additional 10 db, to +20 dbw and the 45 particular, a typical region at which the antenna of 
process is repeated; thereafter the power level derived spacecraft 12 is pointed has a generally elliptical or oval 
from unit 15 is increased by an additional 10 db to 30 shape with a major axis on the order of 200 miles and a 
dbw, and the sequence is repeated. For each of these minor axis of approximately 50 miles. 
power levels, the tuned frequency of the receiver at It is possible to determine the level of data in trace 25 
station 19 is stepped in synchronism with receipt of the 50 utilizing an interpolation technique because the entire 
different calibration bursts. system from the region including towers 11 to station 
At station 19, the received level of calibration signal 19, including the receiver responsive to antenna 18 and 
at antenna 18 is linearly detected and stored in the com- a transponder included on spacecraft 12, is linear over a 
puter. By extrapolating between the 100 kHz intervals, 40 db amplitude range. 
four calibration traces are thereby assembled and stored 55 After the date for a particular area have been col- 
in the computer. The levels of the calibration traces are lected, the narrow beam antenna on spacecraft 12 is 
compared with the levels transmitted from the region moved so that it is spot pointed at a new region that may 
including towers 11 through spacecraft 12 to antenna 18 or may not be contiguous with the region including 
when data are collected in the manner indicated in towers 11. At the new region, a mobile testingcalibra- 
FIGS. 2n and 26. The calibration levels are compared 60 tion unit 15 is located and a new set of calibration traces 
with the levels of the received “data” (which is actually is derived, in the manner described previously. The new 
the interfering noise from the region including towers calibration traces are stored in the computer at station 
11) to determine the presence, amplitude and frequency 19. A new set of “data” is also taken with the antenna 
of the interfering sources. pointing at the new‘ region, in the manner described 
In FIG. 3 are illustrated the amplitude versus fre- 65 supra; these new data are also stored in the computer. 
quency responses of the power received at antenna 18 The calibration and data signals from the new region ae 
for an exemplary “data” trace, exemplary calibration combined with the noise trace previously derived to 
traces, and for system noise. Calibration tracess 21, 22, determine the presence, amplitude and frequency of 
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interfering sources in the new region. In the manner position of the orthogonally scanned antenna beam and 
described, many terrestrial regions are monitored and the Y axis is responsive to the detector output. While 
determinations of the presence, amplutide and fre- trace 32 is being made, the Y axis of the recorder is 
quency of interference by terrestrial sources of commu- responsive to the linear saw-tooth waveform, to repre- 
nication links in the 6 gHz region are determined for 5 sent the north-south position of the antenna beam and 
each geographic region. The data are utilized to deter- the X axis is responsive to the detector output. Alterna- 
mine if the terrestrial communications links should be tively, the detector output is stored in the computer and 
modified or if communication links through the space- correlated with the position of the antenna beam and 
craft require additional power at particular regions. the computer drives an X-Y recorder to form traces 31 
Prior to a particular region being investigated by spot 10 and 32. 
Pointing the narrow beam antenna of spacecraft 12 For accurate determination of the position of interfer- 
toward it, a gross determination is made that interfering 
sources are likely to exist in the region. The gross deter- 
relatively large terrestrial area of interest, such as the 15 nates. 
contiguous 48 states of the U.S., at one time by continu- 
Ously moving the the high gain narrow beam 
response to conventional control signals transmitted 
high gain antenna is scanned Over the area of interest, 
ing source, the spacecraft bearn pointing angle 
is scanned along the roll and pitch angles of 
the antenna beam axis is being translated, the 
pointing angle of the antenna is recorded by the 
puter, simultaneously with reception of and recording 
beam antenna, as coupled to antenna 18 by spacecraft 
5, wherein longitude Or pitch angle in degrees is plotted 
mination is made by continuously raster scanning a spacecraft 12 as a function of time in rectangular coordi- 
antenna Of spacecraft l2 Over the area Of interest in of the amplitude of the signal transduced by the narrow 
from station l9 to the spacecraft* As the beam Of the 2o 12. One actual plot of such a scan is illustrated in FIG, 
the energy in One Of the lo kHz frequency bands in the 
5'925-6*425 gHz region 's frequency by the 
spacecraft transponder and is retransmitted back to 
along the X-direction and latitude or roll angle in de- 
grees is plotted along the Y-direction, The maximum 
and minimum output signals of the detector responsive antenna 18 via the 3.7 gHz-4.2 gHz link. The receiver at 25 to antenna l8 are indicated. 
station 19 is tuned to the 10 kHz frequency region of 
interest and the amplitudes of the signals resulting from 
the scanning action are recorded and stored in the 
puter to enable the gross geographic location of RFI 
sources in the scanned region to be determined. 
being detected 
as a result of the raster scan, the beam of the high gain 
orthogonal directions in response to conventional con- 
trol signals transmitted to the spacecraft from station 19. 35 is detected along line 36 at point 37* Scanning 
Typically, the narrow beam antenna is initially scanned continues along line 36 until a signal minimum at point 
from east to west or west to east and then is scanned a 38 is detected by the receiver at station 19, at which 
second time from north to south or south to north. The time a command signal from station 19 causes the space- 
intersection ofthe two ofihogonal Scan lines falls within craft antenna to be scanned along line 39 in a direction 
the geographic region which the raster scan indicated as 40 Orthogonal to line 36* As the antenna is scanned along 
being the desired region to investigate for radio fre- line 39, a Signal maximum is detected at point 40. Scan- 
quency interference in the frequency band of interest. In ning continues along line 39 until a signal minimum is 
the simplest case, where there is only one Source of detected at point 41, at which time the scanning direc- 
radio frequency interference in the orthogonally tion is changed to be at right angles to line 39, whereby 
scanned region, the output of a detector at station 19 is 45 scanning proceeds along line 42 until a signal minimum 
represented, as a function of time, by traces 31 and 32 is detected at Point 43. In response to detection of the 
illustrated in FIG. 4. Trace 31 represents the output of signal minimum at point 43, scanning proceeds parallel 
the detector as the pointing angle of the narrow beam to line 39, but in an opposite direction, along line 44. As 
antenna is being scanned in the east-west direction, Scanning COntillUeS along line 44, a Signal maximum is 
while trace 32 represents the output of the detector as 50 detected at point 45. Scanning along line 44 continues 
the narrow beam antenna is subsequently scanned in the until a signal minimum is detected at Point 46, at which 
north-south direction. The time displacement of the time the scanning direction is again changed so that it is 
detector output is correlated with the position of the Parallel to, but in an opposite direction from the scan- 
bore sight axis of the narrow beam antenna of spacecraft ning along line 42. Scanning along line 47 continues 
12 to enable traces 31 and 32 to be reconstructed as 55 until a signal maximum is again detected at point 48. It 
spatial positions. The maximum amplitudes of traces 31 is noted that points 47 and 48 are aligned and that points 
and 32 are projected along lines parallel to the direc- 40 and 45 are aligned. 
tions of scan of the narrow beam antenna, along lines 33 TO determine the position of the source, orthogonal 
and 34. Intersection 35 of lines 33 and 34 indicates the lines 49 and 50 are respectively drawn between points 
spatial position of the radio frequency interfering source 60 37 and 38, and between points 40 and 45. Intersection 51 
of interest. The same region can be scanned multiple of lines 49 and 50 provides a relatively accurate estimate 
times with the receiver responsive to antenna 18 tuned of the position of the RFI source. It is noted that ap- 
to different 10 kHz frequency bands over the 0.5 gHz proximately the same results would have been obtained 
band of interest. by projecting lines 49 and 50 parallel to scan lines 36 
Traces 31 and 32 can be derived by feeding the output 65 and 39 to define intersection 51. Hence, scanning along 
of the detector to an X-Y recorder. While trace 31 is lines 42, 44 and 47 is not actually necessary, but was 
being made, the X axis of the recorder is responsive to performed in the exemplary, illustrated scan to check 
a linear saw tooth waveform, representing the east-west the accuracy of the scanning technique. 
Scanning is initiated at point 34, where the raster scan 
signal maximum is detected. From point 34, the antenna 
bore sight axis is scanned in roll angle relative to space- 
3o craft 12, while the antenna bore sight axis position re- 
mains constant in the pitch angle direction; the scanning 
is along line 35. Scanning in a direction at right angles to In response to a peak signal 
antenna of spacecraft 12 is sequentially scanned in two line 35, i*e*, by varying pitch angle and maintaining roll constant$ is performed line 36. A 
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Having described the general, overall system opera- The output of detector 66 is applied to computer 61 
tion, consideration is now given to the specific equip- where it is sampled 39 times during each 10 kHz fre- 
ment included at station 19, at portable calibrating unit quency interval and these samples are converted into 
15, and in the transponder included in spacecraft 12. digital signals that are stored in the computer memory. 
The various functions performed at station 19 are 5 Each of the samples of the output of detector 66 is 
controlled by a properly programmed general purpose correlated to a particular frequency to which detector 
digital computer 61, FIG. 6, which is also responsive to 66 is effectively responsive, as controlled by the local 
received data. Since computer 61 forms no part of the oscillator frequency applied by synthesizer 65 to con- 
present invention, but is utilized exclusively for per- verter 64. In other words, the control signals applied to 
forming routine control, storage and display functions 10 synthesizer 65, for the local oscillator frequency of 
which have been and will be described, no details of the converter 64, are correlated with the Output Of detector 
computer are provided. The operations performed by 66, as indicated by 
computer 61 could be performed at slower speeds, man- If computer 61 is incapable of real time processing of 
ually, and the data collected by the computer could also the output of detector 66, the detector output is applied 
be collected manually, at slower speeds. Since the im- 15 to analog tape recorder 67. Additional tracks of re- 
2a and 2b- 
portant operations performed by computer 61 can be 
performed manually and the control functions per- 
formed by the computer are described in detail, no 
corder 67 are respectively responsive to time code sig- 
nals from Source 68, as well as frequency indicating 
signals supplied as control by the computer 61 to 
detailed description of the computer or its program is 
believed to be in order. 
The 3.7-4.2 gHz signal radiated from the earth cover- 
age horn of antenna 12 is transduced by high gain an- 
synthesizer 65. The signals stored in the several chan- 
20 nels of tape recorder 67 are fed into the memory of the 
computer in response to control signals derived by the 
computer and supplied to the tape recorder via lead 69. 
A further output of detector 66 is applied to an input tenna l8 and coup1ed by feed 62 to receiver 639 that is of synchronizer 71 which detects the occurrence of: (a) 
capable Of responding to the entire 3'7-4'2 gHz spread 25 a 2.2 kHz ringing tone transmitted from portable cali- 
of the received signal. Receiver 63 derives an IF  output 
that is supplied to frequency converter 64, which is also 
responsive to the output of synthesizer 65. 
different local oscillator frequencies to converter 
bration unit 15 through spacecraft 12 to antenna 18, @) 
voice communications that originate at unit 15 and are 
transmitted to antenna 18 through spacecraft 12, and (c) 
which responds to its inputs from synthesizer and re- craft 12. The 2.2 HZ ringing tone and the voice signals 
in lo kHz Or loo lrHz steps* each which has a band pass to establish a voice communication link between station 
Of lo kHz Because Of the frequency conversion per- 19 and unit 15 via spacecraft 12. In response to detection 
formed by the transponder in spacecraft 12, the outputs 35 of the 20 millisecond, 5 kHz tone, synchronizer 71 de- 
of frequency converter 64 effectively Scan the 5.925 rives a signal that is fed by lead 73 to computer 61. 
gHz-6.425 gHz to which the high gain an- Computer 61 responds to the signal on lead 73 to deter- 
tenna included in spacecraft 12 is responsive. Converter mine the delay time in propagation of electromagnetic 
64 is activated by synthesizer 65 to derive the calibra- signals from station 19 to unit 15. After the propagation 
tion and data traces described supra in connection with 40 tirne has been determined, computer 61 is able to prop- 
FIG. 3, in the manner described in connection With erly regulate the timing of control signals fed to synthe- 
FIGS. 2a and 2b. sizer 65 so that the output of the local oscillator of the 
Frequency converter 64 includes a mixer responsive synthesizer is synchronized with the arrival time of 
to the outputs of receiver 63 and synthesizer 65. The calibrating signals from unit 15. Thereby, when a partic- 
mixer drives a band Pass filter, having a 10 kHz Pass 45 ular calibrating frequency transmitted from unit 15 is 
band centered on 455 kHz. The inputs to converter 64 coupled by receiver 63 to input of converter 64, the 
from synthesizer 65 are controlled by computer 61 to local oscillator frequency supplied to the converter by 
effectively detect the energy in each of the 10 kHz synthesizer 65 is properly adjusted. 
windows across the 0.5 gHz input to receiver 63. Synchronizer 71 also controls certain functions and 
Hence, synthesizer 65, frequency converter 64 and re- 50 establishes voice communications between station 19 
ceiver 63 function in a manner well-known to those and unit 15, as well as operations of the calibration 
skilled in the spectrum analyzer art to derive many terminal at station 19. In particular, synchronizer 71 
different sampling amplitudes for the different frequen- responds to manual and computer derived input signals 
cies that are programmed into the local oscillator of to derive the following outputs: (a) a 2.2 kHz tone 
synthesizer 65. 55 which is used for ringing a telephone receiver at porta- 
The output of converter 64 is applied to a linear AM ble calibration unit 15, (b) a 2.5 kHz tone for initiating 
detector 66, capable of translating the input thereof into operation of unit 15, (c) voice signals from telephone 72, 
a DC output signal that is linearly related to the output and (d) a 5 kHz burst tone for initiating and synchroniz- 
of converter 64 over a 40 db amplitude range. Basically, ing the calibrating terminal included at station 19. The 
detector 66 includes a constant current source respon- 60 2.2 kHz and 2.5 kHz tones are derived in response to 
sive to the output of converter 64. The constant current manual activations, namely in response to lifting the 
source drives a full wave rectifier which derives the DC handset of telephone 72 and in response to manual acti- 
output. Since the rectifier is driven by a constant cur- vation of push buttons. The 2.2 kHz and 2.5 kHz tones, 
rent source, variations in the impedance of the rectifier, as well as the voice signal from telephone 72, are sup- 
due to the resistance of the diodes thereof changing in 65 plied by synchronizer 71 to narrow band FM modulator 
response to the wide amplitude swings of the output of 74, which in turn drives a frequency converter 75 that 
converter 64, loading of the constant current source develops a relatively narrow band output at approxi- 
does not change and a linear response is derived. mately 6 gHz. The output of converter 75 is applied to 
'Ynthesizer 65 is driven by computer 61 to a 20 millisecond, 5 kHz synchronizing burst tone trans- 
30 mitted from unit 15 and relayed to antenna 18 by space- 
ceiver 63 to Scan the 3.7-4*2 gHz Output Of receiver 63 are applied by synchronizer 71 to telephone receiver 72 
4,119,964 
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6 gHz transmitter 76, which in turn drives feed 62 and 
thence antenna 18. The 6 gHz signal radiated from 
antenna 18 is transmitted to spacecraft 12, where it is 
frequency translated to approximately 4 gHz and re- 
layed to receiving antenna 17 of unit 15. 
The 5 kHz burst tone is derived in response to a com- 
mand signal supplied by computer 61 to synchronizer 
71 via lead 77. The 5 kHz burst tone synchronizes the 
frequency shifting of synthesizer 71 at station 18 when 
antenna 20 is used to transmit calibration signals since 
the propagation delay time from antenna 20 to antenna 
18 is precisely known, in contrast to the variable delay 
time between mobile unit 15 and station 19. 
The calibration terminal at station 19 includes synthe- 
sizer 78, phase modulator 81, up frequency converter 82 
and transmitter 83 that drives antenna 20. The activa- 
tion of synthesizer 78 is synchronized with the occur- 
rence of the 5 kHz tone burst since both the synchro- 
nizer and the synthesizer are controlled by computer 61. 
Synthesizer 78 is driven by computer 61 so that the 
signal from transmitter 83 is stepped in 100 kHz incre- 
ments, each having a 10 kHz band width to provide a 
calibration sequence identical to the calibration se- 
quence derived from unit 15. The outputs of synthesizer 
78 and the 5 kHz burst tone derived from synchronizer 
71 are combined to control the output of phase modula- 
tor 81. Phase modulator 81 drives up converter 82, 
which sequentially derives the 10 kHz band width cali- 
bration output signals over the 5.925-6.425 gHz range. 
The output of converter 82 is supplied to transmitter 83, 
which is capable of handling the entire spectrum from 
5.925 to 6.425 gHz in a substantially uniform manner. 
The output of transmitter 83 is supplied to antenna 20 to 
which the narrow beam antenna of spacecraft 12 is 
pointed. The spectrum transmitted from antenna 20 to 
spacecraft 12 is frequency translated by the spacecraft 
and is returned to antenna 18 in the frequency range 
from 3.7 to 4.2 gHz. 
To enable each output of transmitter 83 to cover a 
band width of 10 kHz, at 100 kHz increments, phase 
modulator 81 includes a local oscillator having its fre- 
quency swept by the output of synthesizer 78 so that a 
broad band, 10 kHz signal rather than a single fre- 
quency tone, is derived from transmitter 83 at each 100 
kHz increment over the spectrum from 5.925 to 6.425 
gHz. 
To enable the location of a terrestrial source of radio 
frequency interference with a 6 gHz satellite link to be 
determined, as described in connection with FIG. 4, the 
output of detector 66 is applied to X-Y recorder 84 
while computer 61 supplies a control signal to synthe- 
sizer 65 to maintain the frequency of the local oscillator 
input to converter 64 constant while control signals for 
scanning of the narrow beam antenna of spacecraft 12 
are being supplied by the computer to a transmitter (not 
shown) that drives feed 62 and antenna 18. Simulta- 
neously with the scanning of the spacecraft narrow 
beam antenna above the roll axis of the spacecraft, com- 
puter 61 supplies a control signal to recorder 84 so that 
the X position of the recorder needle is correlated with 
the roll axis pointing angle of the spacecraft antenna, 
while the output of detector 66 is being applied to the Y 
axis of the recorder. In response to a null in the output 
of detector 66 occurring and being sensed by computer 
61, the computer causes the spacecraft antenna to be 
scanned along the spacecraft pitch axis. As the antenna 
is scanned along the spacecraft pitch axis, computer 61 
supplies a control signal to recorder 84 so that the Y 
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position of the needle is correlated with the pitch axis 
pointing angle of the antenna while the output of detec- 
tor 66 is being applied to the X axis of the recorder. 
Thereby, the traces indicated in FIG. 4 are made and 
5 the position of the source is determined. To form traces 
as illustrated in FIG. 5, the outputs of detector 66 are 
determined by and stored by computer 61 and are cor- 
related with the antenna position control signals stored 
in and derived from the computer. The maximum and 
10 minimum values during each scan are identified in the 
computer memory. After the orthogonal scans have 
been completed, the computer memory drives an X-Y 
recorder to produce the traces illustrated in FIG. 5. 
Reference is now made to FIG. 7 of the drawing 
15 wherein there is illustrated a circuit diagram of a pre- 
ferred embodiment for linear AM detector 66. As indi- 
cated supra, detector 66 is particularly adapted to pro- 
vide a linear, DC output over a 40 db amplitude range. 
The detector includes a constant current source 91 that 
20 drives a full wave rectifier 92, which in turn drives 
complementary input terminals of differential, DC op- 
erational 3mplifier 93. 
Constant current source 91 is responsive to the IF 455 
kHz output of frequency converter 64, as coupled to 
25 terminal 94. The signal at terminal 94 is applied in paral- 
lel through coupling capacitors C9, C10 to the bases of 
PNP and NPN transistors 95 and 96. The emitter collec- 
tor paths of transistors 95 and 96 are connected in series 
with the emitter collector paths of PNP transistor 97 
30 and NPN transistor 98; transistors 95-98 are connected 
between positive and negative DC power supply termi- 
nals 99 and 100. The bases of transistors 97 and 98 are 
connected by a resistive voltage divider including resis- 
tors 102 to DC power supply terminals 99 and 100. 
An AC output signal derived from the common ter- 
minal for the collectors of transistors 97 and 98 is ap- 
plied to the gate electrode of field effect transistor 103, 
having source and drain electrodes connected across 
DC power supply terminals 99 and 100. The drain elec- 
40 trode of field effect transistor 103 is connected to a DC 
load resistor 104, across which a DC voltage is devel- 
oped that is fed back to the bases of transistors 95 and 96 
via lead 105 and base bias resistors 106. The feedback 
voltage developed across resistor 104 maintains the DC 
45 level at the collectors of transistors 97 and 98 at 0 volts. 
The circuit configuration of constant current source 91 
provided by the complementary amplifier circuit in- 
cluding transistors 95-98 and the feedback path includ- 
ing lead 105, has a high output impedance of approxi- 
The AC output of constant current source 91 is ap- 
plied via coupling capacitor 107 to full wave rectifier 92 
that includes a pair of oppositely poled diodes 108 and 
109, the cathodes and anodes of which are respectively 
55 driven directly by the signal coupled through capacitor 
107. Diodes 108 and 109 become non-linear at large 
signal levels, greater than 1 volt rms, where the forward 
resistance thereof may be several hundred ohms. The 
resistance of diodes 108 and 109 increases rapidly as the 
60 level of the AC input thereto is reduced. The resistance 
change is minimized in the present circuit, to enable the 
40 db range to be achieved, by driving the diodes by the 
constant current source 91. 
The signals developed at the anodes and cathodes of 
65 diodes 108 and 109 are applied to a low pass filter circuit 
110 that removes any ripple effect on the voltages de- 
veloped at the output electrodes of diodes 108 and 109. 
Filter 110 is connected in a differential manner to diodes 
35 
50 mately 2 megohms. 
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108 and 109 so that inductor 111 has a common connec- When an operator at station 19 desires to initiate a 
tion with the cathodes of diodes 108 and the anodes of calibrate sequence from unit 15, he closes spring biased 
diodes 109, while capacitors 112 shunt the anodes and switch 127 to apply ground potential to the input of 2.5 
cathodes of diodes 108 and 109, respectively. The dif- kHz tone generator 128. In response to switch 127 being 
ferential voltage developed at the output of low pass 5 closed, tone generator derives a 2.5 kHz output that is 
filter 110 is applied to the inverting and non-inverting applied to modulator 74 through amplifiers 123,124 and 
input terminals of operational amplifier 93 which de- 125. The 2.5 kHz tone is transmitted from antenna 18 
rives an output voltage at terminal 113 that can be cou- through spacecraft 12 to unit 15; the portable unit de- 
pled to the input of computer 61 and tape recorder 67. tects the tone and transmits back a 20 millisecond 5 kHz 
The circuit illustrated in FIG. 7 has good linearity 10 tone burst that is detected by synchronizer 71 (as de- 
down to input levels of a few millivolts; the most linear scribed infra) and fed to computer 61 that generates a 
40 db segment appears to result with inputs over the 4.0 C O m m d  signal to control synthesizer 71. 
db range from 3 millivolts to 300 millivolts. Ganged with switch 127 is switch 128 which, when 
Reference is now made to FIG. 8 of the drawing closed, applies a ground connection to the input of 330 
wherein there is illustrated a combined circuit and block 15 second timer 130. The output of timer 130 is applied to 
diagram of synchronizer 71. Synchronizer 71 enables a indicator lamp 131 which is thereby lit for 330 seconds 
single IF frequency to be derived from mixer or con- after the operator has commanded the initiation of a 
verter 68 at all times, enabling a relatively small amount calibration sequence. Thereby, personnel at station 19 
of hardware to be employed so that costs are reduced. are advised of the calibration sequence at the remote 
Further, synchronizer 71 enables synthesizer 65 to oper- 2o 
ate in a half duplex mode so that there is an initial trans- 
l5 being executed for 5 * 5  after the corn- 
'peration having oc- mand for the 
mission to spacecraft 12 and unit 15 until a return signal curred. 
is received from unit 15 and the satellite, approximately To establish voice communications between station 
19 and remote unit 15 via spacecraft 12, the operator 8 second after the initial transmission. In response to 
25 activates switch 333 which applies a positive enabling 
voltage at terminal 334 to the input of telephone trans- reception of the return signal, synthesizer 65 is automat- ically swtiched by computer 61 to receive signals. Since mitter 72. The voice output signal of telephone trans- 
possible self-interference is avoided since the same syn- 123, 124 and 125. Switch 333 is depressed only while the 
voice signal derived from transmitter 72 is coupled to reception. 
Synchronizer 71 synchronizes computer 61 to be antenna 18 by modulator 74. Typically, modulator 74 is 
responsive to calibration signals transmitted to antenna a voltage controlled osci~~ator having its center fie- 
18 from the remote calibration unit 15. Synchronizing quency varied in response to the 2.2 kHz, 2.5 kHz or 
computer 61 is accomplished by transmitting a precise 35 voice outputs of synchronizer 71. 
pulse transmission from calibrating unit 15 via space- The 5 mZ tone that initiates and synchronizes the 
craft 12 to antenna 18, the calibrating unit derives the operation ofthe local calibrating unit (including synthe- 
precise pulse transmission in response to a receipt of a sizer 78, phase modulator 81, converter 82, transmitter 
start tone transmitted from antenna 18 via spacecraft 12. 83 and antenna 20) is derived in synchronizer 71 in 
Reception of the Precise Pulse transmission automati- 40 response to the output pulse of computer 61 on lead 77. 
cally synchronizes the operation of computer 61 so that Computer 61 derives the output pulse on lead 77 in 
synthesizer 65 is stepped in synchronism with receipt of response to the operator activating a switch (not 
the different frequencies from the calibrating units. shown) that supplies a control voltage to the computer 
Synchronizer 71 also terminates functioning of voice to indicate that calibrating signals are to be derived 
links between station 19 and unit 15. 45 from the local calibration unit. In response to the lead- 
Consideration iS initially given to the manner in ing edge of the pulse on lead 77, one microsecond timer 
which synchronizer 71 generates the four signals which 132 is activated. The output pulse of timer 132 is applied 
were discussed supra in connection with FIG. 6. to one second timer 133 which drives lamp indicator 
The 2.2 kHz tone used for ringing a telephone re- 134 to indicate to the operator that a command se- 
ceiver at unit 15 is derived in response to an operator 50 quence for the local calibration unit has been initiated. 
closing ''ring switch 121 to apply a ground Poten- A second output of timer 132 is applied to network 
tial to 2.2 kHz tone generator 122. The 2.2 kHz tone 140 that derives 5 kHz, 20 millisecond tone bursts that 
derived from generator 122 is supplied to summing are supplied to phase modulator 81. The tone bursts 
amplifier 123 which drives high pass amplifier 124 and subsist for a duration of 20 milliseconds, so that 4.0 com- 
low pass amplifier 125. The signal derived from ampli- 55 plete cycles of the tone bursts are derived. Each burst 
fier 125 is applied to narrow band FM modulator 74. begins and ends at a zero crossing of the sinusoidal5 kHz 
Modulator 74 is responsive to the output signal of low tone. 
pass amplifier 125 only while the operator has the hand To derive the tone burst with the stated requirements, 
set of telephone 72 out of its cradle SO that the 2.2 kHz the output of timer 132 is applied in parallel to reset 
tone which actuates the telephone ringing circuit at unit 60 inputs of divide by 200 frequency divider 135 and divide 
15 is only transmitted to unit 15 when a telephone call is by 40 frequency divider 136. Divider 135 is also driven 
being placed. To this end, the output of modulator 74 is by the output of 1 mHz oscillator 137 whereby the 
normally grounded by switch contact 126 (FIG. 8) divider derives a 5 kHz square wave. The output of 
while the hand set of telephone 72 is on the cradle; divider 135 is applied to low pass filter 138, having a 
switch 126 is released from the ground connection to 65 cut-off frequency of 8 kHz, whereby the filter derives a 
the position illustrated in FIG. 8, in response to the sinusoidal output having a frequency of 5 kHz. The 
hand set being removed from the cradle to enable the output of filter 138 is applied to gated amplifier 139, 
modulator output to be applied to up converter 75. which is normally maintained in a cut-off, disabled state. 
'ynthesizer 65 Operates in the mode, ' mitter 72 is applied to modulator 74 through amplifiers 
for transmission and 3 0  hand set of telephone 72 is off of its cradle, whereby the thesizer frequencies are 
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Amplifier 139 is enabled for 20 milliseconds by feeding 
the output of divider 136 to it, after a 0.05 millisecond 
delay is interposed by circuit 141. Counter 136 responds 
to the inputs thereof to derive a 20 millisecond long 
pulse which is supplied to the enable input of amplifier 
139. Delay circuit 141 is provided to compensate for the 
inherent delay provided by filter 138 on the 5 kHz signal 
applied to it by divider 135. Thereby, the output of 
amplifier 139 is a 5 kHz burst tone having a 20 millisec- 
ond duration and wherein the burst begins and ends at 
the zero crossing points of the sinusoidal output of the 
amplifier. The output of amplifier 139 is applied as a 
control voltage of phase modulator 81 and thence is 
transmitted back to antenna 18 via spacecraft 12. 
If it is desired to test the derivation of the 5 kHz, 20 
millisecond burst, switch 142 is activated from the illus- 
trated position so that it engages contact 143 and is 
supplied to the receiver portion of synchronizer 71, i.e., 
so that the burst derived from circuit 134 is processed in 
the same manner as a burst from the remote calibrating 
unit 15. 
Synchronizer 71 includes receiver unit 151 which is 
responsive to the output of AM detector 66, as coupled 
to terminal 152, or to the signal coupled to terminal 143. 
The signal supplied to unit 151 by terminal 152 enables 
the detection and monitoring of: (a) a 2.2 kHz ringing 
tone derived from remote calibrating unit 15, (b) voice 
signals derived from the remote calibrating unit, and (c) 
a 5 kHz tone burst that enables computer 61 to be syn- 
chronized and which is derived from unit 15. 
The signal at terminal 152 is applied to AGC circuit 
153, which drives low pass filter 154, having a cut-off 
frequency of 10 kHz so that the 2.2 kHz, 2.5 kHz and 5 
kHz tones, as well as the voice signals at terminal 152, 
are coupled by the filter to terminal 155. The voice 
frequency, 2.2 kHz and 2.5 kHz signals are fed from 
terminal 155 to high pass filter 156 which drives amplifi- 
ers 157, the output of which drives telephone receiver 
72 through amplifier 158. The output of amplifers 157 is 
also supplied to 2.2 kHz tone receiver 159 which de- 
rives a substantial output signal only in response to its 
input being 2.2 kHz zk 11 Hz. The output of tone re- 
ceiver 159 drives relay 160 through drive circuits 161. 
Relay 160 is energized when tone receiver 159 is re- 
sponsive for a substantial duration (e.g., 0.25 seconds) to 
a 2.2 kHz tone; energization of relay 160 closes contacts 
162 to apply an energizing voltage to terminal 163. In 
response to the energizing voltage being applied to 
terminal 163, indicator lamp 164 is activated to provide 
the operator at station 19 with an indication that tele- 
phone 72 is being rung in response to a signal originat- 
ing at unit 15 and coupled through spacecraft 12. The 
energizing voltage at terminal 163 is also applied to 
buzzer 165 in response to the hand set of telephone 72 
being on its cradle (causing contacts 166 and 167 to be 
engaged) and when the operator has activated switch 
168 so that it is closed. Thereby, both audio and visual 
signals are provided to the operator at station 19 in 
response to the telephone at the station bieng rung by 
the 2.2 kHz tone derived from the remote calibration 
unit 15. 
The synchronization signal derived from remote cali- 
bration unit 15 has the same characteristics as the syn- 
chronization signal derived from the local calibration 
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circuit 170 that responds only to a 5 kHz tone and to 
only a 20 millisecond pulse. 
Circuit 170 includes a first parallel channel 171 com- 
prising band pass filter 172, having a center frequency 
of 5 kHz and a band pass of f 25 Hz. Filter 172 is 
driven by the signal at terminal 155 through amplifier 
173; the band pass filter derives an output signal that is 
fed by amplifiers 174 to diode detector 175. Detector 
175 derives a DC output signal which is supplied to 
comparator 176, havind a second reference input at 
terminal 177. In response to the input to comparator 176 
from detector 175 exceeding the voltage at terminal 
177, the comparator derives a binary one level; for all 
other inputs to the comparator, a 0 output is derived 
thereby. The binary output of comparator 176 is applied 
to 10 second timer 178, which in turn activates lamp 
indicator 179 to indicate the presence of a 5 kHz signal. 
Circuit 170 also includes a second channel 181, that 
comprises diode detector 182, which is driven by ampli- 
fiers 183 by the signal at terminal 155. Detector 182 
derives a DC output signal that is supplied to one input 
of comparator 184, having a second DC, reference in- 
put, at terminal 185. In response to the DC level derived 
from detector 182 exceeding the DC level at terminal 
185, comparator 184 derives a binary one output. Com- 
parator 184 includes a low pass filter so that in response 
to the occurrence of a 5 kHz, 20 millisecond burst tone, 
the comparator derives a 20 millisecond binary one 
level. 
The outputs of comparators 176 and 184 are com- 
bined in a network including NAND gate 186 and flip- 
flop 187. Gate 186 includes two inputs which are driven 
by the outputs of comparators 176 and 184. The output 
of gate 186 is applied to the reset input of flip-flop 187, 
having a set input which is driven by the output of 
comparator 184. In response to either input to NAND 
gate 186 being a binary zero, the output of the gate is a 
binary one whereby flip-flop 187 is activated to the reset 
state. In response to both inputs of NAND gate 186 
being binary ones, as occurs in response to a 20 millisec- 
ond, 5 kHz burst tone being received, gate 186 derives 
a binary zero output. Since flip-flop 187 sets and resets 
in response to zero inputs, a binary one level is derived 
from the output of the flip-flop in response to a 20 milli- 
second, 5 kHz tone burst being received. The positive 
binary one signal at the output of flip-flop 187 is de- 
tected by network 188, which triggers one millisecond 
timer 189. The one millisecond timer 189 is applied as a 
synchronizing input to computer 61 via lead 73 and 
driver network 190. The one millisecond output of 
timer 189 is also applied to 100 second timer 191 which 
drives lamp indicator 192 to provide an indication to the 
operater that synchronization between the computer 
and the remote calibration unit has been effected. 
If it is desired to determine if the 5 kHz burst tone of 
the local calibration unit has the desired characteristics, 
switch 142 is closed and the signal applied to contact 
143 is coupled to terminal 155 and thence to channels 
171 and 181. If the burst tone has the desired character- 
60 istics, indicator lamp 192 is activated. 
Reference is now made to FIG. 9 of the drawing 
wherein there is illustrated a block diagram of a pre- 
ferred embodiment of the transponder apparatus on 
spacecraft 12. Basically, the transponder includes: a 
65 narrow beam high gain feed 201 resvonsive to the 5.925 
unit, Le., it is a 5 kHz burst tone that subsists for 20 
milliseconds. The presence of the 5 kHz, 20 millisecond 
burst tone synchronizer 71 at station 19 is detected by 
- 6.425 gHz energy; network 202 ;or shifting the fre- 
quency of the 5.925 - 6.425 gHz energy; and an earth 
coverage horn 203 for transmittting the shifted energy 
4,119, 
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as an electromagnetic wave in the frequency range from 
Network 202 includes a band pass filter 204 respon- 
sive to the energy transduced by feed 201; filter 204 has 
a center frequency of 6.175 gHz and pass band of f 5 
0.250 gHz. The output signal of filter 204 is fed to ampli- 
fier 205, which drives filter 206, having the same char- 
acteristics as filter 204. The output of filter 206 is sup- 
plied to circulator 207 which drives one input of mixer 
208. A second input to mixer 208 is responsive to a 10 
constant frequency local oscillator signal derived by 
feeding the output of 445 mHz crystal oscillator 209 to 
times 5 frequency multiplier 210, which in turn drives 
the mixer through circulator 211. Mixer 208 responds to 
its input signals to derive a beat frequency signal having 15 
a center frequency of 3.95 gHz, with k 0.25 gHz side 
bands. 
The output signal of mixer 208 is applied to circulator 
213, the output of which drives filter 214, having a 0.5 
gHz band pass centered about 3.95 gHz. The output of 20 
filter 214 drives a filter, amplifying and attenuating 
network 215, having an output signal with an amplitude 
directly proportional to the amplitude of the energy 
transduced by feed 201. The output signal of network 
215 is applied to earth coverage horn 203, whereby the 25 
amplitude of the output signal of horn 203 is directly 
proportional to the amplitude of the energy transduced 
by feed 201 over the 0.5 gHz band width of the trans- 
duced energy and for a 40 db amplitude range. 
wherein there is illustrated a block diagram of the appa- 
ratus included at mobile calibration unit 15. Unit 15 
includes an antenna 17 responsive to the 3.7 - 4.2 gHz 
signal transmitted from the earth coverage horn of 
spacecraft 12. The 3.7 - 4.2 gHz signal is supplied to 35 
down frequency converter 231 via preamplifier 232, 
having a pass band from 3.7 - 4.2 gHz. Converter 231 is 
also responsive to the output of local oscillator 233, 
whereby the down converter derives a beat frequency 
that is fed by IF  amplifier 234 to phase detector 235. 40 
Phase detector 235 drives audio distribution unit 236 
which is similar to a portion of the apparatus included in 
network 151. 
Phase detector 235 drives audio distribution unit 236 
with a voice frequency signal, a 2.2 kHz tone to apprise 45 
an operator that the telephone 237 at unit 15 is being 
rung, and a 2.5 kHz tone to signal that calibration sig- 
nals are to be transmitted from unit 15 to station 19 via 
spacecraft 12. The voice frequency and ringing signals 
are applied by distribution unit 236 to telephone 237, in 50 
the manner indicated supra in connection with circuits 
153, 154, 156, 157, 158, 159, 161 and relay 160 of FIG. 
8. Audio distribution unit 236 responds to the 2.5 kHz 
tone by providing 2.5 kMz tone detecting circuitry the 
same as tone receiver 159 (except for a shift in detection 55 
frequency) driver 161 and relay 160 of FIG. 8. Thereby, 
unit 236 derives a binary one output signal on lead 238 
while the 2.5 kHz tone is being received. 
The binary one signal on lead 238 is coupled to 5 kHz 
burst tone generator 239 which is identical with the 60 
burst tone generator 134 included in FIG. 8. In response 
to the binary one level on lead 238, generator 239 de- 
rives a 5 kHz, 20 millisecond burst tone that is supplied 
to phase modulator 241. In response to the output of 
generator 239, modulator 241 derives a carrier fre- 65 
quency that is modulated for 20 milliseconds by the tone 
output of generator 239. The output of phase modulator 
241 can be detected at station 19 with amplitude modu- 
3.7 - 4.2 gHz. 
Reference is now made to FIG. 10 of the drawing 30 
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lation detector 66 because the modulation is by a single 
frequency tone. The output of modulator 241 is supplied 
to up frequency converter 242 which derives an output 
at the low end of the 5.925 - 6.425 spectrum in response 
to the 5 kHz tone burst. The output of converter 242 is 
applied to amplifier 243, which drives transmitter 244. 
In response to the binary one output on lead 238, which 
occurs while the 5 kHz tone burst is derived, the power 
control network of transmitter 244 (preferably of the 
type described in copending commonly assigned appli- 
cation Ser. No. 782,480 filed Mar. 29, 1977) is adjusted 
to transmit a maximum power level, which is coupled to 
transmitting antenna 16. The 5 kHz tone burst modu- 
lated on the approximately 6 gHz carrier of transmitter 
244 is transmitted back to station 19 via spacecraft 12. 
At station 18, detection of the tone burst results in acti- 
vation of computer 61 to initiate stepping of the re- 
ceiver so it is in synchronism with the calibrating signals 
derived from unit 15. 
The calibrating signals are derived from unit 15 by 
sequentially activating synthesizer 246 so that calibrat- 
ing signals having a frequency displacement of 100 kHz 
are sequentially derived from transmitter 244 for each 
of four power levels, 0 dbw, 10 dbw, 20 dbw and 30 
dbw. Activation of synthesizer 246 is not initiated until 
computer 61 has had adequate time to receive the 5 kHz 
tone burst from unit 15 and to initiate activation of the 
synthesizer at station 19. 
To these ends, the binary one signal on lead 238 at the 
output of distribution unit 236 is supplied to a start input 
terminal of shift register 247 via delay network 248. The 
delay time of network 248 is equal to the time required 
for station 19 to activate synthesizer 71 after the trailing 
edge of the 5 kHz burst tone transmitted from station 15 
has been detected at station 19. Shift register 247 effec- 
tively includes 5000 stages, one for each of the 5000 
frequencies to be derived from synthesizer 246 for cali- 
bration purposes. Shift register 247 also includes a clock 
source so that the different stages of the shift register 
are activated periodically in sequence after delay net- 
work 248 applies a signal to the start input of the regis- 
ter. The activation time between adjacent stages of shift 
register 247 is equal to the time spacing between the 
different output frequencies of synthesizer 65 at station 
19 when the station is responsive to the calibration 
signal from unit 15. In response to each output of shift 
register 247, a different frequency is derived from syn- 
thesizer 246 and is coupled to phase modulator 241. The 
outputs of synthesizer 246 are converted by phase mod- 
ulator 241 into signals that are coupled to transmitter 
244 as waves having a 10 kHz band width, with 100 kHz 
intervals between adjacent waves. 
To enable four different power levels to be derived 
from transmitter 244 during each calibration cycle, the 
stages of shift register 247 are activated in sequence four 
times in response to each 2.5 kHz tone being detected 
by unit 236. To this end, a feedback path 251 is provided 
between the last stage of shift register 247 and the start 
input of the shift register. The feedback path includes 
AND gate 252 that is enabled in response to OR gate 
253, which is driven by output stages 1, 2 and 3 of 
counter 254. Counter 254 is activated so that an output 
signal is derived from stage 1 thereof in response to a 
binary one signal being derived on lead 238 when the 
2.5 kHz tone is detected. Counter 254 is driven to its 
stages 2, 3 and 4 in response to the lst, 2nd and 3rd 
outputs being respectively derived from the last stage of 
shift register 247. Thereby, shift register 247 is se- 
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quenced four times an plete activation cycles 5. The method of claim 1 further including the steps 
of synthesizer 246 are Counter 254 is funda- of: (e) measuring the level of electromagnetic energy 
mentally a four stage shift register which is driven to its received by the antenna during step (a) in each of a 
first stage by the output of the audio distribution unit plurality of frequency bands across the spectrum; (f) 
236. The counter is advanced to stages 2, 3 and 4 in 5 transmitting during step (b) waves of predetermined 
response to output pulses from the most significant bit amplitude in each of a plurality of frequency bands 
stage of shift register 247 after counter 254 has been across the spectrum; and (g) measuring the level of 
activated to its first stage by the output of unit 236. energy received by the antenna while steps (b) and (c) 
During the first activation cycle of shift register 247, are being performed in each of the plurality of fre- 
while counter 254 is enabled so that its stage 1 is en- 10 quency bands of step (f). 
abled, transmitter 244 is activated so that a 0 dbw power 6. The method of claim 5 further including the steps 
level is derived from it. In response to counter 254 being of: (h) repeating steps (b), (c), (d) and (f) for each of a 
energized so that stages 2, 3 and 4 thereof are enabled, plurality of relatively widely spaced EIRPs; and (i) 
transmitter 244 is activated so that the output thereof is from the comparisons of the received electromagnetic 
at the power levels + 10 dbw, +20 dbw, and + 30 dbw, 15 energy for a particular frequency band determining the 
respectively. This is accomplished by feeding the out- amplitude and frequency of an interference source. 
puts of stages 1 4  of counter 254 to four separate input 7. The method of claim 6 further including the steps 
terminals of transmitter 244, which responds to these of pointing the antenna at a plurality of different areas 
signals to derive the four power levels. on the body and repeating steps (a) - (i) at each of the 
While there has been described and illustrated one 20 areas. 
specific embodiment of the invention, it will be clear 8. The method of claim 5 wherein the measuring step 
that variations in the details of the embodiment specifi- is performed by relaying a replica of the electromag- 
cally illustrated and described may be made without netic energy received by the antenna during steps (a) 
departing from the true spirit and scope of the invention and (b) to a station on the body, effectively determining 
as defined in the appended claims. 25 the time required to transmit a radio wave from the 
What is claimed is: region to the station via the satellite; and from the deter- 
1. A method of determining radio frequency interfer- mined time, synchronizing the transmission and recep- 
ence with communication links including a celestial tion of the waves during steps (b) and (c) so that the 
body and an artificial geostationary satellite of the body, station is tuned to receive waves of predetermined fre- 
said interference originating from the body, said links 30 quencies transmitted during step (b) as those predeter- 
being in a predetermined spectrum, comprising the mined frequencies are propagated to the station from 
steps of: (a) pointing a narrow beam antenna on the the region via the satellite. 
satellite toward a predetermined region of the body 9. The method of claim 5 wherein a plurality of mea- 
while only noise sources in the spectrum are radiated surements are made during step (e) at each of the fre- 
from the region toward the satellite; (b) transmitting a 35 quency bands, and in response to the measurements at 
calibrating electromagnetic wave of predetermined each frequency band computing a statistical property of 
EIRP having a frequency in the spectrum from the the electromagnetic energy received at each of the 
region toward the satellite while the antenna is pointed frequency bands. 
toward the predetermined region; (c) separately mea- 10. The method of claim 9 wherein the step of com- 
suring the levels of electromagnetic energy received by 40 puting the statistical property comprises computing the 
the antenna in the spectrum during steps (a) and (b); and average amplitude of the electromagnetic energy in 
(d) comparing the measured, received energy levels to each of the frequency bands. 
determine the presence of radio frequency interference 11. The method of claim 9 wherein the step of com- 
in the spectrum. puting the statistical property comprises computing the 
2. The method of claim 1 further including the steps 45 standard deviation of the electromagnetic energy in 
of: (e) pointing the antenna toward an area wherein it is each of the frequency bands. 
known that there is a minimum amount of interference 12. A system for determining radio frequency inter- 
in the spectrum; (f) measuring the level of electromag- ference with communication links including a celestial 
netic energy in the spectrum received by the antenna body and an artifical geostationary satellite of the body, 
during step (e); and (8) from the measurement step of 50 said interference originating from the body, said links 
(f), determining whether the measurement of electro- being in a predetermined spectrum, comprising a relay 
magnetic energy level during step (f) exceeds the level station on the satellite said relay station including a 
of electromagnetic energy measured during step (b). narrow beam antenna pointing at a predetermined re- 
3. The method of claim 2 further including the steps gion of the body establishing an uplink for said interfer- 
of: (h) measuring the level of electromagnetic energy 55 ence, a second antenna on the body for establishing a 
received by the antenna during step (a) in each of a communication downlink between the satellite and an 
plurality of frequency bands across the spectrum; (i) Earth station on the body, and means located at the 
transmitting during step (b) waves of predetermined satellite for frequency translating signals and transmit- 
amplitude in each of a plurality of frequency bands ting said signals between the narrow beam antenna and 
across the spectrum; and 6) measuring the level of en- 60 the second antenna; means located at the predetermined 
ergy received by the antenna while steps (b) and (c) are region for transmitting calibration signals with a prede- 
being performed in each of the plurality of frequency termined region for transmitting calibration signals with 
bands of step (i). a predetermined EIRP in the spectrum via another 
4. The method of claim 3 wherein the step of measur- uplink toward the satellite, whereby the satellite relays 
ing in step (h) comprises measuring in a given number of 65 the calibration signals back to the Earth station via said 
bands and the step of transmitting in step (i) comprises down link, said Earth station including means including 
transmitting in a lesser number of bands than those in the second antenna for receiving electromagnetic en- 
step (h). ergy shifted in frequency by the relay station and cou- 
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pled from the region to the Earth station via the satel- 
lite, circuit means at the Earth station for operating said 
receiving means while only RFI noise sources in the 
spectrum radiate from the region toward the narrow 
beam antenna via the interference uplink and only 'the 
calibration signals are in said another uplink and for 
operating the receiving means to be responsive to the 
calibration signals in the spectrum transmitted from the 
region through the narrow beam antenna and relayed 
through the satellite to the Earth station, said circuit 
means being responsive to the electromagnetic energies 
received by the Earth station for comparing the levels 
of the received energies while RFI noise sources and 
the calibration signals are transmitted from the region to 
the Earth station via the narrow beam antenna and the 
satellite to enable the presence of a source of radio 
frequency interference in the spectrum to be deter- 
mined at the region. 
13. The system of claim 1, wherein the circuit means 
comprises means for measuring the level of electromag- 
netic energy received at the Earth station in each of a 
plurality of frequency bands across the spectrum. 
14. The system of claim 13 further including means 
for controlling the means for transmitting calibration 
24 
mitted from the region toward the narrow beam an- 
tenna in each of a plurality of frequency bands across 
the spectrum, and further including means for synchro- 
nizing the receiving means so that the Earth station is 
5 tuned to receive waves of predetermined frequencies 
transmitted from the means for transmitting calibration 
signals as those predetermined frequencies are propa- 
gated to the Earth station via the narrow beam antenna 
and said another uplink. 
15. The system of claim 12 wherein the circuit mean 
comprises means for controlling the receiving means to 
be responsive to the plurality of frequency bands while 
only RFI noise is being transmitted from the region 
toward the narrow beam antenna. 
16. The system of claim 12 wherein the circuit means 
comprises means for controlling the receiving means so 
that a plurality of measurements are made at each of the 
frequency bands while only RFI noise i s  being transmit- 
ted to the narrow beam antenna from the region. 
17. The system of claim 12 wherein the circuit means 
comprises computing means responsive to the received 
RFI noise for computing statistical properties of the 
electromagnetic energy received in each of the fre- 
auency bands. 
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